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CHANGING CONCEPTIONS OF EPILEPSY

PRESENT-DAY research in respect of epilepsy is con-
cerning itself principally with the experimental induction
of fits, with discovery of the physicochemical changes

accompanying them, and with their control by other methods
than the purely medicinal. The result is that timeworn
theories are undergoing revision, but less attention is being
devoted to underlying questions as to the meaning of the term,
the limitations of the disorder, and the inclusion or exclusion of
certain types of clinical phenomena.

The traditional view is based on the contention that a
disease called epilepsy exists, its salient symptom being the
occasional fit. This disease is alleged to be progressive, rather
intractable, and prone to result in mental deterioration. Its
cause being unknown, it is labelled' idiopathic,' in contrast with
well-recognized morbid states often disclosed by similar fits,
e.g. cerebral vascular disease, brain tumour, encephalitis, and
so forth. But we may think it curious that the patently
symptomatic nature of many types of fit has not yet sufficed
to rouse suspicion as to the ' idiopathic ' variety-at least, not
universally; the untenable character of the 'idiopathic'
hypothesis has convinced some but not all observers. Those
who do not like the term sometimes use the expression ' genuine'
or ' essential ' to characterize the ' disease,' as though fits of a
symptomatic kind were merely casual or in some unexplained
way 'false.' The best present-day opinion is none the less
veering round in the direction of affirming that all epilepsies are
symptomatic, inclusive of that variety whose basis still eludes
search, and that since some causes are known the cause of the
latter will eventually be revealed in its turn. Instead of the
term ' epilepsies ' it might be preferable to employ alternatives
of more non-committal nature, e.g. 'paroxysmal disorders' or
' convulsive states '-a series of diverse conditions linked
together by the occasional occurrence of ' fits,' but at the risk
of perpetuating notions inherited from a less well-informed era
the word will doubtless continue in vogue. For didactic
purposes, too, it may be temporarily expedient to differentiate
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epilepsy ' of unknown origin ' in some terminological way,
however undesirable from the standpoint of pathogenesis and
physiology.

If nosological and connotative difficulties are provisionally
settled by considering all varieties as symptoms or syndromes
only, and none as a 'disease,' we are faced by the cognate
problem of defining what constitutes a fit. It is open to the
clinician to claim any transient, paroxysmal, disorderly, uncon-
trolled, and recurrent manifestation of any neural process as in
essence a ' fit,' and this on any physiological plane. In its
ordinary acceptation the word stands for conditions as far apart
as convulsive twitches in a limb segment and highly co-ordinate
acts of the whole person, sometimes of no little duration,
comprised under the term of ' hysterical fits.' These are by no
means always paroxysmal or disorderly. Again, while all fits
are uncontrolled, some are not specially short, e.g. partial
continual epilepsy; hence not all epileptic discharges are brief,
though brevity is held to constitute a cardinal feature of the
state. Once more, it is permissible to regard absence of move-
ment as a feature of some fits; therefore not all epilepsies are
convulsive. A ' convulsive fit 'is not a redundant phrase. As
is well known, too, the ' man in the street ' talks of a ' fit of the
blues,' a 'fit of temper,' of ' sneezing,' of 'laughter '-occur-
rences which seem poles apart from ordinary ideas of ' epileptic '
fits, and yet which share in some at least of the characters
specified above. In regard to the major epileptic fit itself its
features are more or less stereotyped, no doubt; they comprise
rapidity of onset, absence of control, interruption of the stream
of consciousness, crudity, transience, reversibility, etc. ; yet
some of its component parts do not comply with the scheme.
The aura often enough is neither ill-regulated nor excessive in
intensity or other quality; it may consist of a crudity such as
a sudden overpowering stench, but on the other hand, it may
equally well consist of an elaborate visual scene or memory
which is admittedly ' pleasant.' Moreover, some movements
of certain attacks are quasipurposive and co-ordinate, devoid
of all convulsive element; those of petit mal, which is 'pure'
epilepsy, are neither violent nor exaggerated. As for fits
implicating visceral centres, there may be no interference with
consciousness, no involvement of skeletal muscles, and, in fact,
none of the customary signs of 'epilepsy,' so that divergence
from the formula may be extreme. Yet not only do such
visceral attacks occur, but accompaniments of an identical
kind are accepted without cavil in any major case, e.g. hyper-
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idrosis, cyanosis, sialorrhcea, pallor, and so on. It appears
neither inconceivable nor absurd that some bouts of tachy-
cardia, diarrhoea, polyuria, etc., even of neuralgia, might be
registered in the class.

Contemplation of the epileptic field can thus scarcely fail
to discount in some degree the value of conventional features
forming its landmarks. Of these, possibly the least mutable
comprise suddenness of onset, brevity of duration, and habit
of recurrence. They may be customary in the average case,
but, as pointed out above, some varieties are protracted, while
repetitions may be extraordinarily infrequent, and even
initial abruptness loses significance when the aura is long
drawn out, as in some uncinate examples. And what of the
epileptic ' borderland,' with its migraines, vertigos, narco-
lepsies, cataplexies, and the rest ? Their clinical expression
includes features of similar or identical kinds; hence to erect
standards even in regard to the main types of epileptic fit
becomes a thankless task. For the present it is wise to eschew
schematic definition and allow latitude in respect of epileptic
symptoms; however general the agreement on the habitual
manifestations of epilepsy, any endeavour to circumscribe it
by a series of Procrustean slices transgresses current views on
the nature of disease.
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